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Abstract: English for Maritime Purposes comprises a variety of different registers. However, most of the dictionaries and glossaries are dedicated either to General Maritime English or Nautical English, while other aspects of the maritime industry are poorly covered by specialized lexicographic material, especially as regards formal dictionaries. Considering that the main classification onboard ship in terms of the crew and operational systems is related to the Deck and the Engineering Department, we sought to explore the similarities and differences between the technical lexes of the two areas, in order to see whether separated dictionaries and glossaries might be required, or a common maritime one would suffice. To test and measure the tackled technical vocabularies, we utilized contemporary corpus linguistics methods and software. The results show significant differences in the key vocabulary of the compared corpora. The findings clearly and once more call for special attention and focus when it comes to the interpretation of maritime lexis, as well as for establishing a clear distinction between English for Nautical and for Marine Engineering purposes.
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Opsomming: Die leksikale analyse van korpora vir seevaart en skeepsvaart-ingenieurswese: Ooreenkomstige of uiteenlopende leksikografiese resultate. Engels vir Maritieme Doeleindes sluit 'n verskeidenheid uiteenlopende registers in. Die meeste van die woordeboeke en glossariums word egter toegespits op Algemene Maritieme Engels of Seevaartengels, terwyl ander aspekte van die maritieme bedryf onvoldoende deur gespesialiseerde leksikografiese materiaal gedeel word, veral deur formele woordeboeke. Aangesien die hoofklassifikasie rakende die bemanning en operasionele stelsels aan boord 'n skip gekoppels is aan die Dek-en Ingenieursdepartement, het ons gepoog om die ooreenkomste en verskille tussen die tegniese
1. Introduction

Having extensive experience in the education and training of seafarers, as well as expertise in English for Maritime Purposes, we have dealt with a huge range of professional genres, literature, dictionaries and glossaries. Considering the multicultural and multinational character of a global human activity such as seafaring, English language skills remain a major issue and a basic requirement for every non-native speaker of this global language and, at the same time, *lingua franca* of the shipping industry. Bearing in mind that specific, technical vocabulary is considered the main predictor of reading comprehension (Đurović et al. 2021), technical dictionaries and glossaries are always likely to be part of the basic kit of every seafarer.

Based on the two main departments that make a ship a specific working environment, this article aims to investigate the similarities and differences between two major aspects of English for Maritime Purposes. The main idea behind this research is to point to the existence and development of two related, but still separate and very specific, branches of English for Maritime Purposes: English for Nautical Purposes and English for Marine Engineering Purposes, and the reasons behind the necessity of separate lexicographical treatment in each case.

In addition, the scarcity of specialized technical lexicographic aids for marine engineers compared to nautical ones has become more than evident. Considering embarking on an endeavour as extensive as compiling a Marine Engineering Bilingual Dictionary, we firstly wanted to test and prove the necessity of and justification for such a project. Aiming to prove the distinction between the two lexes, the article focuses on the analysis of the lexical aspect of both the nautical and engineering professional books. In addition, we observed that some vocabulary items found in both corpora have different meanings, which demonstrates the polysemy and ambiguity of the two discourses, especially when taken out of context (Bisht et al. 2011).
2. Theoretical background

2.1 English for Maritime Purposes

The term Maritime English embraces a range of distinctive registers utilised in onboard and international communications (Cole et al. 2007). As a specialised branch of English for Specific Purposes (ESP), its specific communicative features, genres and vocabulary used by the vast maritime discourse community have been explored by many Maritime English (ME) researchers. According to Čulić-Viskota and Kalebota (2013) Maritime English is characterized by its own particular jargon with specific grammatical forms. Bocanegra-Valle (2013) states that English for Navigation and English for Marine Engineering are among the five subcategories of ME, emphasizing that English for Marine Engineering stands out as the most technical of all the varieties. ME vocabulary covers the vital language of written documents dealing with ship construction, engineering, surveillance, maintenance and the operation of ships. The proper interpretation of such a specialised vocabulary requires extra-linguistic knowledge or, more simply, knowledge of the field (Borucinsky and Kegalj 2019). With this in mind, Đurović (2021) extracted and analysed a marine engineering frequency word list from the corpus of marine engineering instruction books and manuals. This article aims to do the same for the nautical database and present comparative results regarding the nautical vs. marine engineering corpora in terms of their respective lexis content.

2.2 Maritime dictionaries and corpus-based headword selection for technical (sub-)areas

The first lexicographic activities regarding seafaring, one of the oldest professions that have connected people all around the world, can be traced back to the thirteenth century in the forms of nautical glossaries and sea-related nomenclature (cf. Pritchard 2013). The Seaman’s Dictionary by Henry Mainwaring (1644) represents one of the oldest English dictionaries of Maritime English (ibid.). The first dictionaries were written for the sake of naming basic concepts regarding ship’s construction and concepts related to the sea (ibid.). Over the centuries, maritime dictionaries and subject-specific glossaries appeared under a number of titles such as: a sailor’s dictionary, a dictionary of sea terms, a nautical dictionary, a dictionary of seafaring, or a marine/maritime dictionary (ibid.). With the rise of maritime activities and maritime nations, maritime monolingual and bilingual dictionaries have expanded and embraced a variety of maritime-related concepts regarding technology, trade, law, ship’s business, and so on. As was, and still is generally the case in specialized lexicography, a variety of methods have been applied to gathering and presenting specialized vocabulary and terms, with corpus linguistics approach being slower than in
general lexicography (Bowker 2010).

Corpus linguistics methods are not a novelty in lexicography, emerging first with the *Dictionary of the English Language* by Samuel Johnson from the 18th century, followed by the *American Webster Dictionary* in the nineteenth, and then the first *Oxford English Dictionary*, all the way up to modern paper and online dictionaries (Cambridge, MacMillan, Oxford, Longman and others). The first and most salient contributions of corpus tools in lexicography were made in the context of monolingual dictionaries such as the *Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary* (Sinclair 1992; Abdelzaher 2022).

Today, this way of compiling corpora is considered conventional and very helpful for creating macrostructures of lexicographical materials. In the present study, we partly deal with the methodology that is most conveniently used and evaluated with numerous word lists tailored for LSP/ESP courses and vocabulary materials. However, bearing in mind that maritime communications are generally prone to restrictiveness and the practical needs of concise message transmissions, we consider the methodology generally applicable in building any lexicographical material, where anything from reference vocabulary lists to comprehensive dictionaries can be acknowledged as a lexicographic attempt to isolate a distinctive register, as Opitz (cf. Čulić-Viskota and Rummel 2022) advocates in terms of segmental dictionaries. Therefore, the aim is to bring the basic word-list building methodology to an extended, more compound and higher level of application in designing technical (segmental) lexicographical products.

In addition, corpus selection also provides for retrieving illustrative contextual examples and cross-referencing among sub-corpora. The metalanguage built this way is very convenient for technical dictionaries, given their dense and often complicated nominal groups, which can often be ambiguous when they are not placed in a wider context (Borucinsky and Kegalj 2019; Čulić-Viskota and Rummel 2022).

2.3 Frequency word lists and keywords

For practical reasons, especially for a quick and practical response to the professional needs of ESP learners, a new software-based methodology was developed in the second half of the previous century, providing the statistically-justified extraction of frequency-based headwords. The first frequency word lists, ranging from simple ones to composite lexicographical publications, were those created for General English (GE). They provide (English) language learners with access to the most frequent English vocabulary found in various types of texts. Following this psycholinguistic perspective in building a native-speaker mental lexicon (Abdelzaher 2022: 168), the extraction of the most frequent General English words has been applied to a variety of ESPs. Contemporary software solutions such as RANGE (Nation and Heatley 1994) and its upgraded version
AntWordProfiler (https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antwordprofiler/) enable the elimination of the most frequent GE vocabulary from further analysis, thus focusing directly on the most frequent technical vocabulary. In this way, more and more ESP word lists have been generated, offering the core technical vocabulary of specific ESP texts and genres.

Although today it is generally considered outdated, one of the most influential GE word lists in regard to the recorded lexical analyses is still West’s General Service List (GSL), dating back to 1953. It comprises 2,000 word families and was obtained from an English corpus of 5 million words. It is often used together with the Academic Word List (AWL) of Coxhead (2000) which built upon the GSL (to avoid overlapping) and which consists of 570 word families extracted from various academic texts. These lists were (and still are) usually used together to test a target corpus and measure the GE and academic vocabulary load, providing the opportunity to compare this with other scholarly findings grounded in the same methodology.

A notable contribution to the GE word lists was provided by Nation (2012), who elicited 25 GE word lists from the textual compilation of the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). In this way, 25 BNC/COCA lists of 1,000 GE word families were offered, with an additional four lists of the most frequent proper nouns, abbreviations, marginal words and transparent compounds, respectively. These lists have been used to measure the coverage of GE vocabulary in various corpora.

In addition to the statistically most frequent vocabulary, it has become evident that certain words are very specific to a distinctive type of text, and the knowledge of these words facilitates understanding of the texts (Baker 2004; Al-Rawi 2017). These words of ‘special status’ (Stubbs 2010: 21) are considered key vocabulary. In statistical lexical analysis, they are obtained according to their frequency compared to a reference corpus, which is most often a GE one.

Considering the specific nature of the maritime lexicon, for both nautical and marine engineering, we will use both criteria, i.e. frequency and the key nature of the vocabulary, to analyse the vocabulary types and loads of both target corpora (see also Đurović 2023). In addition, we will analyse and compare them in order to provide solid and measurable answers to our research questions.

3. Research questions

The three research questions posed in this study are:

1. How many high-frequency, general-purpose and academic tokens are detected in nautical and marine engineering corpora?
2. How many headwords need to be mastered for an adequate reading comprehension of nautical and marine engineering corpora?

3. What does the detection of keywords and metadata reveal in terms of lexicographic similarities and differences of the two corpora referring to two maritime subdomains?

4. Corpus and research methodology

This section of the article will provide more specific detail about the corpus and the methodology used to answer the research questions given above.

4.1 Corpus details

The number of maritime communication spheres is becoming increasingly diverse, given the continuing globalisation and internalisation of the navigating profession. Maritime and marine-related literature comprises a myriad of academic, professional and technical publications covering different branches of the seafaring profession. For this study, we have deliberately chosen to analyse corpora comprised of nautical and marine engineering professional books.

Aware of the dynamic changes characteristic of the shipping industry and emerging concepts in the maritime profession, our choice was to cover the chronological range of books dating from 1990 to 2021. In the selection of the texts, we started with various conventional concepts in navigation (good seamanship, manoeuvring, vessel position and maintenance) and marine engineering (marine propulsion, engine operation and auxiliaries). Nevertheless, we also included some novel maritime- and marine-related concepts linked to smart applications, automation, propulsion systems, electronic navigation and ‘ultimate concepts’ in shipboard operations. In addition, we took into consideration the professional genres and the narrative character of the publications from the two professional areas. For certain other types of publications, such as marine engineering instruction books, it would be difficult to find a comparable counterpart in nautical publications.

Finally, we identified the eight selected books, available in electronic form, from the field of nautical studies, and our eight marine engineering books (Table 1 and Table 2). Totalling 768,135 and 813,429 running words (tokens) for the respective tables, the corpora can be considered both sufficient and relevant in size, as well as convenient for further comparative analysis.
Table 1: Corpus of Nautical Books (CONB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Book title</th>
<th>No. of types</th>
<th>No. of tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>53,451</strong></td>
<td><strong>768,135</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Corpus of Marine Engineering Books (COMEB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Book title</th>
<th>No. of types</th>
<th>No. of tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
4.2 Research methodology

The initial method applied is known as Lexical Frequency Profiling (Laufer and Nation 1995), used for measuring vocabulary types and levels in a corpus. For this purpose, we used the latest AntWordProfiler software version 2.0.1, which is largely an upgrade of the previously used RANGE programme (Nation and Heatley 1994), developed for the lexical analysis of texts. The word lists used for testing coverage with general and academic vocabulary in our target corpora were the General Service List (West 1953) and the Academic Word List (Coxhead 2000), as they are generally used together in this kind of analysis, and for the purpose of comparison.

The same software was used to test the corpus coverage by General English word lists. Following the same reason of comparability, for measuring the coverage level of General English vocabulary, we used the Nation’s (2012) BNC/COCA word lists developed from the British National Corpus and Corpus of Contemporary American English.

For keyness analysis, version 4.1.0 of the AntConc software (https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software.html) was used. As a referent GE corpus for keyness analysis, we used the Freiburg version of the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen (FLOB) corpus. The rationale behind the selected referent GE corpus was its size, as it is close to the target corpora, as well as the fact that it was developed as a British counterpart to the Brown GE corpus of American English.

For preparing the corpora for further software analysis, we used AntFileConverter 2.0.2 by the same author (https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antfileconverter/), since the referent files need to be uploaded in plain text format.

In addition, the lists are generally available as headwords (word families), and thus were expanded to all family members using the Familizer + Lemmatizer programme (Cobb 2018). Special attention should here be paid to the headword entries, such as lemmas or word families, whereas the final selection should always be dictated by both user needs and expert advice (Atkins 2008; Đurović 2021).
In choosing the most appropriate methods, we were led by the most practical and illustrative results that can be obtained and that were tested by utilising various software options and settings.

5. Findings

5.1 Research Question 1

Aiming to test the vocabulary load and types in the target corpora, we used West’s General Service List (West 1953) and the Academic Word List of Coxhead (2000) as mentioned in Section 5.2. We tested the corpora (CONB and COMEB) individually and the comparative results are presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word lists</th>
<th>Tokens CONB</th>
<th>Tokens COMEB</th>
<th>Coverage CONB (%)</th>
<th>Coverage COMEB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSL</td>
<td>548,287</td>
<td>600,580</td>
<td>71.38</td>
<td>73.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWL</td>
<td>69,468</td>
<td>63,289</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in the lists</td>
<td>150,380</td>
<td>149,560</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>18.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>768,135</td>
<td>813,429</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coverage of the Nautical corpus by GE vocabulary is 71.38%, which is similar to the GSL coverage measured in Marine Engineering instruction books (Đurović et al. 2021), but, as can be seen from Table 3, this is still somewhat higher in Marine Engineering general books (73.83%). As expected, considering the technical and specific nature of maritime publications, the GE coverage (GSL) is below the general coverage of 78–98% expected to be found in various types of written text (Nation and Waring 1997). Interestingly, it is slightly higher than in various academic texts, where it reached the level of 70–71.9% (Coxhead 2000).

On the other hand, the coverage of the Academic Word List solely does not reach the average of about 10% which is measured in research articles and textbooks (Coxhead 2000) or in Medical texts (Chen and Ge 2007), or the values of 11.17% in Applied Linguistics (Vongpumivitch et al. 2009), 9.96% for Chemistry texts (Valipouri and Nassaji 2013) and 9.47% for Pharmacy related material (Fraser 2007). However, the values reached are still higher than the 8.07% found in Marine Engineering instruction books (Đurović et al. 2021). Bearing all the figures in mind, as well as the genre in use, the given corpora can be considered an academic type of text to some extent, but more evidently it fits the genre of technical literature. The presence of the academic discourse can be explained by the fact that the professional books analysed in here contain an academic narrative for educational and pedagogical purposes as a means by
which to make the teaching of distinctive subjects to seafarers and officers in
the classroom easier (cf. Franceschi 2014).

If we take into account the cumulative coverage of GSL and AWL (80.42%
in the CONB and 81.61% in the COMEB) we observe that it is below the aver-
age of 86.1% found in academic texts (Nation 2000: 27). This clearly points to
the demanding nature of maritime publications in terms of technical vocabu-
lar load. Considering that, and knowing the first 2,000 GE words and most
common academic vocabulary, we are left with nearly 20% of the specific
vocabulary being unknown, or every fourth to fifth word of the narrative,
which would hinder proper comprehension of these publications. This fact
speaks in favour of the importance of maritime technical vocabulary, in the
view of both Nautical Sciences and Marine Engineering.

From this specific research, it is evident that Nautical books are more
demanding in terms of vocabulary load than Marine Engineering books. This
again can be associated with the nature of the work on deck, including the
larger scope of activities on the ship’s bridge, including external communica-
tions with other ships and shore stations. In the case of marine engineers, commu-
ication rests on intra-ship communicative activities and deck-engine speech
activities (De Castro 2020). However, further caution is required here since dif-
ferent findings have emerged from previous research conducted on Marine
Engineering publications and vocabulary (Bocanegra-Valle 2013; Hsu 2014;
Đurović et al. 2021), which all point to Marine Engineering technical publica-
tions being the most demanding ones. For example, in Marine Engineering in-
struction books, over a fifth (20.5%) of the vocabulary was “unknown”, i.e. not
covered by the GSL and the AWL (Đurović et al. 2021). These results point to
the complexity and multidisciplinary nature of the maritime subareas, as well
as the necessity of a detailed justification of the corpus and methodology applied,
including their limitations.

5.2 Research Question 2

Considering the previous analysis, we raise the question regarding the amount
of vocabulary needed for an adequate reading comprehension of Nautical and
Marine Engineering publications. This evaluation method is one of the main
advantages of word lists compared to dictionaries, which are generally much
richer in entries, but at the same time, can be considered much more robust, as
well.

For testing the required comprehension level of our corpora, we examined
the coverage of the BNC/COCA GE word lists (Nation 2012), respectively. As
usual in this type of research, we also tried to exclude the most frequent abbre-
viations, transparent compounds, marginal words and proper nouns (the four
additional lists).

The comparative findings of the analysis conducted using the AntWord-
Profiler are given in Table 4.
### Table 4: Coverage of the BNC/COCA lists in CONB and COMEB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word lists</th>
<th>Coverage in CONB (%)</th>
<th>Coverage in COMEB (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>78.65</td>
<td>78.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>87.74</td>
<td>87.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>90.66</td>
<td>90.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>92.05</td>
<td>92.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>98.98</td>
<td>93.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>93.51</td>
<td>94.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>95.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>95.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>94.51</td>
<td>96.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>94.69</td>
<td>96.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>94.76</td>
<td>96.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>94.90</td>
<td>96.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>95.05</td>
<td>96.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 + 4 additional lists</td>
<td>95.60</td>
<td>97.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 4 it is apparent that the corpus of Marine Engineering books had better coverage in GE vocabulary. Hence, we note that the desired level of 95% required for adequate reading comprehension (Laufer 1989) is reached at the level of 8,000 GE words, which corresponds with the results obtained by Hsu (2014) for Marine Engineering textbooks in comparison with other areas of engineering. On the other hand, in Marine Engineering instruction books, that level is reached only after 12,000 GE words. Interestingly again, the corpus of Nautical books shows even lower coverage by GE vocabulary, since 95% coverage is reached at the level of 14,000 GE words. We can assume that this is the case because Marine Engineering is a branch of engineering that shares many discursive aspects with general engineering discourse (Borucinsky and Kegalj 2019; Bocanegra-Valle 2013), which makes it more multidisciplinary and more familiar to a wider range of English speakers. Furthermore, Nautical English can be considered the most technical in terms of the Maritime sciences. The only other domain sharing lexical registers with navigation is aviation. To the best of our knowledge, no similar research has been conducted on aviation publications or (text-)books, which is a potential area for further comparative research.

In addition, the ideal coverage of 98% (Hu and Nation 2000) is not reached in either corpus even with all the available 25,000 GE words, which definitely confirms that English for Maritime Purposes is a very technical ESP, the vocabulary of which requires special attention or teaching and learning efforts.
5.3 Research Question 3

A further distinction, and certain similarities, were analysed by testing the key-
ness of the two corpora.

Firstly, we tested the target corpora against each other, to obtain the key
nautical terms tested against the ME corpus, and then the other way around: we
analysed the ME keywords against the referent corpus of Nautical books (CONB).
For this purpose, we used AntConc software (Anthony 2022). For practical
reasons, we present here only the first 19 results extracted from the programme
tables.

Figure 1: Keyness of CONB vocabulary compared against COMEB

As can be seen from the columns in this programme setting, we have a list of
the word types ranked by the Effect Size Measure + Threshold — which is the
result of the keyness strength calculation and points to the possible cut-off
points that we can choose as the thresholds for our table size, i.e. the length of
the word list. Since we did not opt for a word list here but for comparative
analyses of the keywords of the two corpora, we did not have to choose the cut-
off point but, rather, a convenient presentation of the results. The same is true
for the Likelihood Measure + Threshold column.

Regarding the list contents, most of the words belong to the nautical/navi-
gational register (GPS, navigation, maritime, compass, and so on). On the other
hand, we were surprised by the fact that the personal pronoun you was
detected as one with a very distinctive frequency compared to the COMEB.
Intrigued by the finding, and thanks to various other options offered by the
AntConc software, we explored the context of the word *you* in the nautical corpus further. The majority of the widespread use of *you* in instructions and explanations is found in the form of conditionals (Figure 2), which is obviously not the case with the COMEB, where, generally, passive forms prevail in describing systems and operations.

| PAD instructors are held to the same exact standards whether | you (in the Caribbean, Germany, or Japan. It's) |
| if you're in the eastern hemisphere and west | you (in the western hemisphere. For example, if you) |
| if you're in the western hemisphere. For example, if | you (in the eastern hemisphere and the official time) |
| you a precisely interpolated but uncorrected bearing of 122° 10° 41° 27′. You | you (in the eastern hemisphere and the official time) |
| you a precisely interpolated but uncorrected bearing of 49° 72° 41° 27′. You | you (in the eastern hemisphere and the official time) |
| should avoid them all. | you (a restaurant being served by a chef) |
| the rushing water. Do not stay in a car. | you (in a boat at sea, avoid shoal, shallow) |
| the surf zone for the lull between wave sets. | you (in a life raft or boat, see 'life) |
| risks. Kidnapping on land—all pirates can do that. | you (in pirate gang, and you decide kidnapping) |
| use an acoustic device that sounds like a bird | you (in a bird sanctuary. Do not depend on) |

**Figure 2:** The word "you" used in the CONB context

These variations concerning the second-person pronoun *you* can be explained by the differences in the two discourses: nautical narrative storytelling, since the books are aimed at Nautical students and seafarers and cover countless "if" navigational situations that a navigator may encounter at sea (piracy, determining bearing and heading, navigation in shallow waters, etc.). Conversely, the discourse prevalent in Marine Engineering narratives is instructional, and focuses on lexical words (mainly nouns and verbs) which carry their meaning in collocations (e.g. *run the engine*) or are passive in the written texts (*the valve is opened*).

Keeping in mind the mentioned specificities of the navigational/engineering context, in Figure 3, specifically in the Range columns, we show that some nautical terms rarely appear in ME books, such as *GPS* (Global Positioning System) or *compass*, whilst some are present in both corpora, but much more frequently in Nautical books (*navigation, error, maritime, receiver*). Moreover, if we count the frequencies and keyness cumulatively for word families, some words such as *error(s)* would be even higher-ranked than they are in what is presented here.

Unlike the results given in Figure 1, Figure 3 presents typical Marine Engineering vocabulary that rarely appears in Nautical books. This includes words such as *valve* and *turbine*, but also words that appear in both corpora in the same range (or number of publications, respectively), such as *air* and *temperature*, but with relatively high frequency in Marine Engineering books. This makes them prevalent lexemes in this kind of maritime publication.
Finally, we wanted to obtain the keyword lists for both areas/types of publications with reference to GE English, and compare the results. Considering the software requirements, best practice and the size of the corpora, we used, as mentioned, the FLOB corpus as the referent GE corpus.

Through separate analysis procedures, we obtained keyword lists from the CONB and COMEB, represented by the first 50 keywords for each of the vocabulary types (Table 5). For practical reasons, in this table, we put family members together (e.g. signal and signals, user and use, and so on)

Table 5: Keywords of the CONB and COMEB against the FLOB
Here it is clear that the key/technical vocabulary is different not only when directly compared against each other, but also when tested against GE. Considering that the two maritime areas share the language for general maritime purposes (IMO 2015), we can say that they are particularly distinct in terms of their lexical registers.

In addition, we have to pay special attention even to seemingly common technical vocabulary. For example, we have `bearing` in both lists, but in Nautical English it points to a position (e.g. ‘Our vessel is bearing 215 degrees from you’), while in Marine Engineering it refers to a machinery component (‘We must replace the main bearing’). To make it even more complicated, we have words from GE that have a completely different meaning in Maritime English. Another example of an ambiguous word detected in both corpora is the term `pressure`, since in Marine Engineering it refers to the physical force in the elements, while it is connected with weather systems in Nautical English.

The stated difference in the keywords in both corpora confirms the “polarity” of these two discourse communities and illustrates the problematic process of denotations in technical dictionaries. This brings us to the standing “conflict” among linguists and lexicographers with regard to the lexical vs. contextual meaning of entries (cf. Abdelzaher 2022). Taking into consideration the pronounced technical nature of the target corpus, as examined above, an eclectic approach is required in building technical dictionaries, still inclining towards contextual considerations, or even specific models such as collocate-to-sense mapping, as proposed by, for example, Kilgarriff (2005).
Another distinction worth mentioning in the specific case is the distinction between marine and maritime, as the two terms are often used interchangeably although they are related to different aspects of shipping. The word *maritime* occurs in the Nautical corpus but not in the Marine Engineering one, suggesting that the adjective *maritime* refers to activities associated with the navigational actions happening on deck. On the other hand, the word *marine* refers to operations relating to machinery, ship engines, environmental protection, or other activities under the ship’s hull or in the sea (e.g. *marine engine, marine propulsion, marine fuels, marine environment, marine species*) (Dževerdanović-Pejović 2020a). In addition, the most frequent noun in the Nautical corpus, the word *ship*, has the most generic meaning in the Nautical corpus, as it refers to sailing, type of vessel, legal framework, conventions, and so on. Finally, the term *water* prevails in the Marine Engineering corpus as it is associated with the proper operation of the vital elements in the engine room, as in *the level of water in boilers, fresh water, bilge water, sea water*, and other similar phrases, whereas in the Nautical corpus it is mostly connected with navigational conditions (*calm water, safe waters, busy waters, high water*).

6. Limitations of the study

With using the above statistical methods, we should bear in mind not to strictly abide by the computational counts only. A further investigation into the obtained results and statistics, including as they relate to technical expertise and experience, is indispensable in the process.

As we can infer from the above analysis and discussion, there are numerous polysemous or cryptotechnical words (Fraser 2009) found in maritime publications that limit the accuracy of the results. For example, the noun *list*, found in the most frequent GE words in Maritime English, may refer to the inclination of the ship to one side or the other. In addition, some GE words in collocations with others refer to specific marine systems, such as *jacket water cooling system or guide shoe*, again referring to specific engine components. The same is found with nautical vocabulary such as *draft, stability* and *code*.

In addition, as was also found by Bocanegra-Valle (2013), seafaring- and ship-related words, especially nouns, are prone to being merged into compounds. For example, in Table 5 we find *shaft* as one of the most frequent keywords. If we were to consider the fact that it is frequently used in, for example, *crankshaft* and *camshaft*, by grouping these together with *shaft*, it would rank even higher on the list. The same criteria, generally not recognised by the lexical analysis software, would bring additional words beyond the decided cut-off point for frequency word lists. One additional detail should be borne in mind. The definition of *word* should be defined in advance, as it is (differently) the case in different programmes and their settings (e.g. headword/word family, lemma, word type or token/running word).
In addition, the specific results are always limited and conditioned by the selected corpus, as with the example of the results obtained from our research using Marine Engineering books and the results obtained from Marine technical manuals (Đurović et al. 2021). This means that even within a unique area of ESP we can obtain a variety of results. Therefore some authors (e.g. Gizatova 2018) only partly rely on corpus linguistics in building lexical macrostructures, such as in checking the frequency of otherwise selected terms, collocations or idioms. Conversely, our intention was to show the further prospective utility of technical corpora and their lexical analysis.

Although frequency is generally considered a solid base for headword selection, Rundell and Kilgarriff (2011) rightly mention that it is not an adequate criterion when, for example, extracting multiword items. In addition, there is always the dilemma on the right cut-off point, which, again, suggests that frequency on its own cannot guarantee that all the relevant words will be selected (Nielsen 2018; Vuković-Stamatović and Živković 2022). That is why, for these analyses, a detailed presentation of the methodology and the interpretation of the derived specific vocabulary in a specific context are required and recommended. In order to avoid the above-mentioned limitations, quantitative methods should be combined with qualitative expertise. In that way, a comprehensive study of the elicited figures regarding frequency, coverage and keywords should include both the data and a ‘knowledge of the world’ interface (Van Dijk 2014: 5).

7. **Practical implications of the research**

Regardless of the limitations of the methodology, the study still provides a very useful insight and measurable results in terms of the types of vocabulary, vocabulary load and specificity that this ESP may feature in comparison with similar research. In addition, lexicographers are provided with solid and justifiable methods for headword extraction, while language instructors and learners are offered corpus-based technical vocabulary and a methodology to focus on.

Our research aimed primarily to compare the discourses of two specific maritime communicative domains in terms of their technical vocabulary. However, the methodology and software used could be employed to derive a number of further lexicographic benefits. For example, the AntConc software can detect the most frequent collocations and n-grams, which enabled us to reveal the words in a particular context and isolate their contextual instances, including their specific and often different semantic aspects and connotations.

AntWordProfiler, on the other hand, could be used to develop frequency lists, such as the one generated from Marine Engineering instruction books (Đurović et al. 2021). The purpose of those lists (and their evaluation, at the same time) is to reach the level of 95% coverage in a target text sooner than
with GE word lists, and these lists are usually built upon the first 2,000–3,000 GE words, which are considered the most commonly known among English language learners. On the other hand, corpus-based frequency is a solid criterion for any word list, including glossaries and more complex lexicographic endeavours such as dictionaries. This has been the case with GE dictionaries, such as, for example the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary, Macmillan’s Dictionary or many others produced in the meantime (Abdelzaher 2021). Having said that, the utilization of this criterion and generally corpus-linguistics methods has been rather slow with ESP dictionaries (Bowker 2010). One of the most widely cited reasons for this is the less abundant corpora compared to the one for GE. Thus, the frequency-based methodology of vocabulary detection has not been commonly used for technical dictionaries and glossaries, except for the numerous specialized word lists tailored to meet the specific needs of the language learners or professionals.

Frequency and keyword lists might have still further lexicographical implications. In addition to building frequency-based technical glossaries or dictionaries, both criteria can be combined for the purpose of comprehensiveness. In addition, knowing that deck and engine officers are in favour of patterns or schemes in the acquisition and the production of restricted verbal and written genres (Dževerdanović-Pejović 2020b), frequency and keyword lists, as well as certain other options offered by modern lexical software, can also serve to establish the co-occurrence and mapping of a specific genre, contributing to the accurate and reliable metalanguage of a technical dictionary or similar segmental lexicographical product.

In addition, the methodology (or methodologies) can be combined and utilized not only for segmental lexicography, but also for building hybrid dictionaries (cf. Bowker 2010). For example, a hybrid ME dictionary could include the most frequent nautical and/or marine engineering words, but also the most frequent GE ones as extracted from the same corpus, with additional semantic notions in the given corporal context due to the polysemous character of some GE and “cryptotechnical” words. As such, it would cover the full English vocabulary load of the specific genre(s).

Finally, the possibility of using modern software tools in the analysis of large corpora and thus of tackling a huge amount of data enables us not only to dig into a particular professional communicative domain, but also to engage in comparative and contrastive research on specific lexes and to explore the worlds in which their semantic matters are imprinted. In this way, the specific lexicographic metalanguage would reflect the peculiarities of distinctive technical subareas, such as those shown in the nautical vs. marine engineering context.

8. Conclusion

Intrigued and inspired by the distinctiveness of the lexical registers characteristic of the nautical and marine engineering genres, which at the same time share
the General Maritime vocabulary, we were looking for adequate corpus linguistics and statistical lexical methods that could provide us with measurable results in terms of the differences between the two types of vocabulary. For that purpose, we sought to provide answers to three research questions related to the compiled corpora of Nautical and Marine Engineering books. The aim of the three-step research was to provide a solid foundation for the separate treatment of specialized maritime lexicons dedicated to the professionals in those specific fields.

Firstly, both genres proved to be very challenging in terms of the technical vocabulary load, since the coverage of the corpora with GE vocabulary together with academic vocabulary was lower than in other types of texts. This was even more the case for Nautical books.

Similar results were found in measuring the coverage of the corpora by GE vocabulary only (BNC/COCA word lists). This part of the lexical analysis showed that adequate reading comprehension (expected at a level of 95% coverage with GE vocabulary) would be achieved with no fewer than 14,000 GE words in the case of Nautical books and with 8,000 words in the case of Marine Engineering books. Again, Nautical books proved to be more technical vocabulary-wise, whilst the ideal threshold of 98% for ideal reading comprehension was not reachable even with all the available word lists covering GE vocabulary.

In addition, we extracted the keyword lists from both corpora (in comparison with a referent GE corpus) and examined them for potential similarities and differences. This provided us with additional evident differences in the two registers, genres and discourses. Some common terms, such as pressure, bearing and so on, hold different meanings in the two respective corpora, pointing to the highly represented phenomenon of polysemy in maritime lexis.

Considering the decisions made throughout the process, we followed the general recommendations for the methodologies applied, but also stated the limitations of the study, primarily those related to the selected genres i.e., the specific content of the corpora. It was also noted that the entire process of analysis cannot rest on statistical results only, but also requires expert knowledge with regard to the two maritime areas and their respective registers. In addition, the research findings point to the great challenge imposed on Maritime English lexicographers and the special attention required when dealing with these demanding and intriguing areas of English for Specific Purposes.

Finally, having at hand very meticulous methodologies for technical vocabulary extraction, a more comprehensive project could be conducted to comprise various genres and combined methodologies for a more complex lexical- graphical product such as, for example, a (mono-, bi- or multi-lingual) Marine Engineering dictionary.
Endnotes

1. A word family comprises the head word with all its inflected and derived forms.
2. Transparent compounds are compounds where the meaning can be understood from the separate meanings of their constituents.
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